Note to readers:
This is a first draft containing placeholders and very brief notes on proposed content.

Comments and (offers of) contributions are welcome:
Email Barry@4links.co.uk (subject “SpaceWire Handbook”, please)

I have given highest priority to Appendix A: a list of papers relating to SpaceWire. I know this list is incomplete and especially invite input here.

Introduction / Abstract / Executive summary

Status: To be written
Priority: high
History
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1. Context and concepts

Status: To be written
Priority: high

1.1 Comparison with existing standards
Briefly describe MIL1553 and indicate its limitations (speed, poor scaling, fault tolerance …). Do same for CANbus and also (very briefly) for USB/firewire. Describe SpaceWire (without too much detail) in contrast to busses (higher speed, good scaling, enhanced fault tolerance, …).

1.2 Concepts
SpaceWire links and networks in more detail:
Data: Packets, routing, addressing
Time: time code broadcast

3. Guide to ECSS standards

Include the useful material no longer in the standard(s) due to tighter rules. (Already removed from the Protocols standard and expected to be removed from the revised SpaceWire standard).

Describe meanings of terms used as aid to understanding the standards (e.g. normative/informative, shall/may, …)

Status: To be written
Priority: ?

3.1 SpaceWire ECSS (was ECSS)

Status: To be written (now or wait for revision?)
Priority: ?

3.2 SpaceWire Protocols

Status: To be written, any volunteers? (Steve Parkes / WG members?)
Priority: middle
4. Components

What are available

Status: To be written
Priority: high
Action: Compile list – may be problems with ESA document referencing commercial products/sites

5. Network architectures

Possibilities, merits and problems

Status: Some material available, more required
Priority: middle

6. Verification and Validation

Status: ?
Priority ?

7. Mission views

Reasons to choose SpaceWire
Benefits of choosing SpaceWire
Challenges from using SpaceWire

Status: Some material offered, more required
Priority: middle

8. Future evolution

Ongoing and possible

Status: To be written (RT / SpF: by group members?, other topics by ?)
Priority: middle
9. History

Status: material is available
Priority: low
Appendix A. Papers On or Relating-To SpaceWire

Status: Incomplete (Known to be missing: many DASIA, …)
Priority: high
Action: All readers: email Barry@4links.co.uk (subject: SpaceWire Handbook) with any missing items.
Action: All readers: comment on / suggest other topic headings

(Roughly) Sorted by topic, most recent first.

Abbreviations used

- CPA: Communicating Process Architectures (conference)
- DASIA: Data Systems in Aerospace
- IAC: International Astronautical Congress
- ICAED: International Conference on Advanced Engineering Design
- IGARSS: ???
- ISC: International SpaceWire Conference
- ISWS: International SpaceWire Seminar
- MAPLD: Military and Aerospace Programmable Logic Devices
- NPSS: IEEE-NPSS Real Time Conference
- SDSS: ???
- SmallSat: AIAA/USU Conference on Small Satellites
- Spaceops: International Conference on Space Operations
- SpW: SpaceWire
- WG: working group

Reference Documents

- ECSS-50-12A
- ECSS-50-11
- CCSDS SOIS Services Green Book (CCSDS 850.0-G-0b, November 2006)
- SpW-SnP-PID (Draft B, January 2005)
- SpW-SnP-RMAP (Draft F, 4th December 2006)
- GOES-R Reliable Data Delivery Protocol (GRDDP), (1st of July 2005)
- SpaceWire Router Data Sheet, UoD_SpW-10X_DataSheet (Issue 2.0, 18th August 2006)
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  Abstract - Presentation
  ISC 2008-11

- **Introduction (to session on backplanes)**
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